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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to orthopedic casts or
supports.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Concerning prior work of others, reference is
made to U.S. Patent No. 5,334,442, granted August 2,
1994, which discloses "triple layer" fabric portions ad-
hered to both sides of a pliant sheet impregnated with
water hardenable material. However, this proposed con-
struction appears to be relatively complex, will be costly
to produce, and the construction precludes uses where
overlapping bonding of the casting material is appropri-
ate. Reference is also made to U.S. Patent No.
5,807,295, in which the possibility of using double knit
material as an undercast padding is mentioned. Howev-
er, no constructional details or specific information is pro-
vided.
[0003] Orthopedic casts or supports for immobilization
of injuries normally include an absorbant soft padding
material next to the skin and stiff or rigid outer casting
material. Because casts are normally kept on for several
weeks, they may become damp or wet from the cast ap-
plication, sweat, rain, or from swimming, as examples.
When the inner padding is wet for long periods of time,
it is harmful and irritating to the patient. In severe cases.
maceration of the skin can occur.
[0004] Prior art US2002143282 (A1) discusses a tech-
nique for forming orthopedic splints or supports that in-
cludes the steps of impregnating the edges of casting
material with non-rigid bonding material and subsequent-
ly impregnating the casting material with water harden-
able material such as urethane. The edge treatment
keeps the edges in a relatively cushioning or non-rigid
state to avoid irritation of the skin of the patient. The cast-
ing blank material may be formed of spacer or double
knit type material, or may be formed of several layers of
fabric including high strength filaments, and may have
padding material as one layer.
[0005] Prior art US2004024338 (A1) describes s cast
tape or medical bandaging product formed from a resin-
coated or impregnated fabric material that includes a knit-
ted substrate having a combination of non-fiberglass high
and low tenacity yarns such as polypropylene, polyester
and elastomer. The polypropylene and polyester yarns
have a high number of filaments, typically 48 to 90 fila-
ments. This significantly improves the surface area of the
fabric that helps help to hold the curable resin onto the
fabric.
[0006] Intermediate document WO2005051249 (A1)
discusses a medical bandaging product  fabricated of a
rib-knitted fabric constructed of synthetic yarns selected
from the group of acrylic, polyester and polypropylene
yarns. An elastic yarn provides elasticity to the fabric,

and an effective amount of a water repelling treatment is
applied to the fabric for imparting water-repellent char-
acteristics. The fabric may be used as a cast linger or as
a protective wrapping of a splint product.
[0007] Prior art WO9962440 (A1) discusses an ortho-
pedic support assembly that is formed of a double-knit
type fabric material with spaced interwoven layers
formed of high strength materials, and an open-work ma-
trix of filaments or threads interconnecting the layers. The
fabric preferably includes high strength stiff filaments of
fiberglass, carbon fibers, or aramids, and thermoplastic
material to facilitate heat bonding of cut edges. The fabric
is impregnated with a water hardened material. The fabric
may be included in a soft goods support including a water
distribution network, and straps to hold the support in
place.

INVENTION SUMMARY

[0008] Accordingly, a principal object of the invention
is to provide a quick drying cast system which will readily
permit drying, following sweating or wetting of the cast
by rain or swimming, as examples.
[0009] In accordance with one illustrative embodiment
of the invention, a cast padding is formed of double knit
type material with a relative close weave or knit on the
side to face the skin, and a relatively open weave or knit
on the side away from the skin, for increased air circula-
tion. The double knit type construction provides open ar-
eas underneath the hardened casting material for air to
circulate, resulting in quicker and more efficient drying of
both the cast and cast padding. These open spaces also
allow the water to easily flow out of the padding, meaning
that the double knit construction does not hold as much
water initially as do many of the more traditional padding
materials like foam, felt, batting, etc. This ability to allow
water to flow out rapidly, in combination with the air cir-
culation after application, results in a finished cast as-
sembly that will have a much  quicker drying time than
traditional cast applications. In-house drying tests have
shown that using spacer material in place of cast padding
allows a traditional cast to dry out approximately twice
as fast as the commonly used synthetic padding. The
spacer cast padding may be supplied in one of three dif-
ferent forms: (1) in a tubular configuration of various siz-
es, (2) as banks, or (3) as rolls with various widths. In a
tubular configuration the injured part of the body, such
as a forearm, may be slid into the tube or sleeve much
the same way as stockinette is currently applied, and a
hardenable material applied over it. Because the spacer
material has its own intrinsic padding properties, there is
no need for additional moisture absorbing padding as
with traditional casting methods. In roll form, the double
knit padding can be continuously rolled around the in-
jured anatomy in an overlapping fashion very similar to
the manner in which traditional cotton or synthetic cast
padding is currently applied. The material may also be
cut into a shaped blank which has been designed for a
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specific portion of the anatomy, and this blank is placed
on the body and trimmed if necessary prior to the appli-
cation of the hardenable cast material.
[0010] The hardenable material has openings in it to
facilitate additional air circulation. The outer hardenable
material is a double knit material impregnated with a
known water hardenable material, such as urethane. It
is again noted that conventional casting tape may be em-
ployed by itself around the double knit padding; and that
a blank, perhaps with a thumb hole, could also be used
by itself as the outer casting material.
[0011] Instead of water activated hardening material,
other hardening materials may be employed, such as a
two part system in which hardening occurs soon after
mixing the two materials and applying them to the casting
fabric.
[0012] The double knit type padding preferably ex-
tends beyond the casting material around the edges
thereof by a short distance such as 6,35 mm (1/4 inch)
or 3,175 mm (1/8 inch), to avoid scratching or abrasion
of the skin by the potentially rough edges of the hardened
material.
[0013] The padding material may be folded back over
the edges and adhered to the cast material by lamination
to create a finished and more comfortable edge.
[0014] When reference is made to double knit type ma-
terial or "spacer" material in the present specification and
claims, reference is made to material which has first and
second spaced woven or knit fabric layers, with an open-
work matrix of filaments extending between the two fabric
layers, and with the filaments being integrally woven or
knit into the two layers. To provide sufficient padding for
the anatomy the spacer should have a thickness of be-
tween 2,54 mm (0.100") and 6,35 mn (0.25"), preferably
between 3,175 mm (0. 125") and 3,81 mm (0. 15"). The
configuration for the matrix of filaments being an "X"  or
crisscross sing pattern of the interconnecting filaments,
this will ensure that the fabric has a high resistance to
compression and will maintain the distance between the
first and second layers which is desirable for increasing
the drying characteristics of the fabric. This configuration
also ensures that the necessary padding and protection
are provided for the anatomy under the hardened casting
material.
[0015] It is also noted that the assembly of the double
knit type padding with the breathable constriction and
outer casting material, also with holes or comprised of
loosely woven or knit material, preferably does not have
any further outer covering, so that circulation of air is
promoted. If the hardenable material is made of knit ma-
terial with many holes, additional strength may need to
be added by adding either single or multiple layers of
additional casting material in select areas to act as stays
and providing additional strength in only the necessary
areas.
[0016] It is difficult to knit a spacer in a tubular form
with the appropriate movement to account for the varying
diameters of the anatomy. For example, it is necessary

that the padding material have sufficient radial stretch to
conform to the varying diameters of the hand, wrist, and
forearm without wrinkling. An acceptable extensibility
range is 50% to 200% with the ideal extensibility being
approximately 100%. It is preferable that the radial ex-
tensibility be greater than the lengthwise extensibility. To
increase the radial extension of the tubular configuration,
it is possible to use spacer material in combination with
other materials. It is preferable that this second material
is one that has large extensibility. A single strip or multiple
strips of the second material can be integrated into the
tube, thereby creating multiple longitudinal strips of the
spacer material and the second material. These strips
would be sewn or bonded together to create a more flex-
ible and conformable tube structure. Another method of
increasing the bias movement of the spacer material to
better conform to the anatomy is by knitting it into alter-
nating thick and thin strips and then forming it into a tube.
The thick portions would be double-knit and the thin por-
tions would be a single-knit with the potential for larger
movement. This type of construction can be achieved
during a single manufacturing step, greatly reducing the
labor  associated with creating a tubular spacer over the
above mentioned method of sewing in separate strips of
material.
[0017] Increased conformability can also be achieved
by contouring the tubular spacer to more closely replicate
the curves of the anatomy. For example, for an upper
extremity application, it is possible to vary the diameter
of the tube by knitting the appropriate shape and/or sew-
ing it into a specific pattern to allow for the differences
between the hand, wrist and forearm.
[0018] Modifications to the tubular geometry can be
made to provide for easier application. These can in-
clude, but are not limited to, creating a pre-made thum-
bhole or providing a thumb piece for receiving or sup-
porting the thumb.
[0019] The padding can also be provided in the form
of a blank shaped to fit the specific part of anatomy to be
immobilized. The blank can be either knitted into the ap-
propriate shape during manufacturing or cut to the shape
after the material is manufactured. In one embodiment,
this blank can be provided in an oversized shape and
then trimmed to the correct dimensions during application
in order to accommodate the most sizes of anatomy as
possible with one size blank.
[0020] It is also possible, but not necessary, to supply
the spacer material with a type of adhesive that will stick
to either the skin or underlying stockinette. A similar layer
of adhesive can be used on the opposite side of the pad-
ding, adjacent to the coated blank, to prevent the water
hardenable resin from penetrating the padding while
stored in the package. This same layer of adhesive can
serve an additional role of attaching a covering material
to the padding in the areas of the padding extending be-
yond the edge of the coated blank around the entire prod-
uct.
[0021] The blank can also be supplied with varying
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thicknesses to provide more padding in strategic loca-
tions, i.e., over bony prominences. This additional pad-
ding can be achieved either during the knitting process
or added as additional pieces after manufacturing and
secured by adhesive or similar means. Additional pad-
ding can also be placed in an appropriate location prior
to the application of the casting material to give the patient
further protection from the cast saw during cast removal.
Padding pieces may also be provided and placed over
bony prominences, around the edges (i.e. thumbhole) or
any other necessary areas to provide further protection
for the user.
[0022] A third form that the spacer padding material
can be provided in is in roll form. It would be applied by
wrapping it around the part of the anatomy to be immo-
bilized. Because of the thickness and resiliency of the
spacer material, only one layer of wrapping would be
necessary to provide sufficient padding. When using tra-
ditional padding, two to four layers must be used, result-
ing in a longer application time, more water retention and
decreased air circulation. To decrease the bulk in the
overlapping areas, the edges of the roll may by thermo-
formed or knitted to be lower in profile.
[0023] To increase the rapid drying characteristics of
the double-knit cast padding, the fibers used to make the
material can be made of any material and then coated
with a hydrophobic material, such as SCOTCHGARD®.
It is also possible to use a combination of different fibers
in specific constructions within the spacer matrix and out-
er layers. Knitting with specific fiber combinations can
create a wicking effect to pull the moisture away from the
skin. This wicking action will increase the drying proper-
ties underneath a cast or support applied over the spacer
cast padding.
[0024] Another feature of the invention allows for in-
creasing air circulation under the cast by knitting or form-
ing holes throughout the hardenable spacer material
blank or any other casting material applied over the pad-
ding.
[0025] Other objects, features and advantages of the
invention will become apparent from a consideration of
the following detailed description and from the accom-
panying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

Fig. 1 shows tubular cast padding made of double
knit type material in which the inner layer of the dou-
ble knit material is more finely knit than the outer
layer;

Fig. 2 is an enlarged view of the outer area of the
padding shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 3 is an enlarged view of the more finely knit sur-
face on the inside layer of the double knit type pad-

ding shown in Fig. 1;

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the assembly, showing
the padding and casting material, with the patient’s
arm not shown;

Fig. 5 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 5-5
of Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 shows a casting or support assembly as ap-
plied to the forearm of a patient;

Fig. 7 shows a padding blank formed of spacer or
double knit type material;

Fig. 8 shows the blank of Fig. 7 applied to the forearm
of a patient;

Fig. 9 shows spacer cast padding in the form of a
tape being wrapped onto the forearm of a patient;

Fig. 10 shows a tubular assembly of spacer material
padding with strips of high bias movement alternated
with the spacer material; and

Fig. 11 shows the padding assembly of Fig. 10
mounted on the forearm of a patient.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0027] Referring more particularly to the drawings, Fig.
1 shows a tube 12 of double knit type material, which is
intended for use as padding underneath a cast or support.
As mentioned above, the double knit material involves
an inner layer such as that shown in Fig. 3 and at area
14 of Fig. 1 of a finely knit or woven structure to provide
a smooth surface next to the skin providing additional
comfort for the patient. Incidentally, another method re-
sulting in a smooth comfortable surface on the inner face
of the padding material is to laminate a single layer of
fabric to one surface of the double knit material. The outer
surface of the double knit material, for example at area
16 and as shown enlarged in Fig. 2, is of a relatively
coarse woven or knit structure and has openings such
as those shown at 18 in Fig. 2, to permit improved air
circulation through the outer portion of the padding 12.
In one sample product, the openings 18 are approximate-
ly 3,175 mm (1/8-inch) long and are 1,588 mm (1/16-
inch) in their lesser transverse dimension. The outer sur-
face should have approximately 20% to 65% open area
with about 40% open area being preferable.
[0028] It is further noted that the inner and outer layers
14 and 16 are formed of different fibers. More specifically,
the inner layer 14, next to the skin, is knit from hydropho-
bic fibers, and the outer layer 16 is knit of hydrophilic
fibers, thereby "attracting" the moisture from the skin and
drawing it away from the hydrophobic layer 14. This ar-
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rangement will draw any moisture away from the skin
towards the spacer yarns to be rapidly evaporated. This
configuration not only improves the quick dry feature of
the padding, but also gives the patient a much dryer sur-
face next to their skin in much less time. Hydrophobic
materials which are used include polyester and polypro-
pylene; while hydrophilic materials would include  fibers
made up of abundle of fine fibers, or polyester monofil-
aments which are etched to retain moisture. Incidentally,
monofilament yarns will hold less water and dry out quick-
er than multifilament yarns. It is preferable that a quick
dry padding be composed mainly of monofilament yarns
or lower filament yarns for this reason. Incidentally, a
"lower" filament yarn is a yarn formed of only one or only
a few monofilaments so that it is still substantially hydro-
phobic.
[0029] Fig. 4 shows cast padding 12 and casting ma-
terial 13 as they might appear in use, but without the inner
forearm around which they would be mounted. The pad-
ding 12 may have a soft, finely woven or knit inner surface
and a loosely woven or knit and/or apertured outer sur-
face as described above in connection with Figs. 1-3.
The water hardenable casting material fabric 13 may or
may not be apertured as well, with the apertured config-
uration increasing air circulation and reducing drying
time. Both of these materials 12 and 13 may be provided
with a thumbhole 14.
[0030] The padding 12 may be knit in a tubular manner,
as shown in Fig. 1, or it may be formed as a flat blank of
double knit type material and formed into tubular config-
urations by the stitching 17 as shown in Fig. 4. The edges
of hardenable blank 13 may optionally be overlapped in
the area 15, and the overlapping layers laminate together
in this area creating circumferential support. Concerning
dimensions, the padding tube 12 may, for example, be
approximately 50,8 mm (2 inches) in diameter, and may
be any desired length. It may be provided in various di-
ameters and lengths for snugly fitting over portions of the
body such as the forearm or lower leg, for specific exam-
ples. Other methods of forming a flat blank into a tube
include adhesive, ultrasonics, taping, or any other meth-
od of bonding the edges together.
[0031] Fig. 5 shows a cross section of the spacer or
double knit type configuration of the padding 12 and the
casting material 13 of Fig. 4 through the line 5-5. In prac-
tice, the padding 12 is initially applied to the injured part
of the anatomy, such as the forearm; and subsequently
the casting material 13 is dipped in water for activation
and is applied over the padding 12. It is also an option
to dip both layers into the water at the same time and
apply them both as a single unit.
[0032] Preferably, the hardenable material 13 may be
initially flat and then may be wrapped around the injured
portion of the anatomy; and can be optionally secured in
place  by overlapping, by VELCRO® type hook and loop
fastening, by straps, or by a supplemental casting tape.
[0033] Now, turning to Fig. 6 of the drawings, the dou-
ble knit type padding material is shown at reference

number 12 extending beyond the edges of the water
hardenable type double knit material 22 as indicated at
reference 36, 38, and 40. While finishing the cast, this
excess padding can then be folded back over the edges
of the material 22 to create a finished edge and provide
the wearer with more comfort. The water hardenable dou-
ble knit material 22 is a shaped blank with the thumbhole
forming part of the blank, and it is dipped in water prior
to being applied to the forearm 24. The water hardenable
material 22 becomes rigid to provide immobilization with-
in the usual time period for standard casting products
following application, such as 3 to 7 minutes. It is possible
to make the water hardenable material 22 with apertures
26, which extend all of the way through both layers of the
water hardenable material to increase airflow and facili-
tate more rapid drying.
[0034] The casting material 22 may be held in place in
any desired manner. For example, the edges 28 may
overlap and bond to one another in these areas by lam-
ination of the layers. Alternatively, a casting tape may be
employed to wrap around the forearm and secure the
casting material 22 in place. The water hardenable cast-
ing tape may also be provided with relatively large holes
or apertures to permit air circulation through to the pad-
ding 12.
[0035] As a further alternative, a single additional strip
of either hardenable or non-hardenable casting material
may be employed to bridge across the opening 34 be-
tween the two edges of the water hardenable blank 22,
with the activatable water hardenable material bonding
and laminating the layers together.
[0036] Where casting tape is employed in addition to
the water hardenable blank 22, the openings 26 in the
blank 22 may be relatively large to ensure adequate air
circulation all the way from the outer surface of the water
hardenable material through to the padding material 36.
However, even without openings in blank 22, the spacer
type padding provides significantly decreased drying
time of the assembly because of the previously men-
tioned air circulation beneath the cast. The spaced apart
layers of the double knit construction allow for the evap-
oration of water to occur not only through the inner and
outer surfaces, but also through the two open ends of
the finished cast.
[0037] Referring now to Figs. 7 and 8 of the drawings,
Fig. 7 shows a blank 52 of spacer or double knit type
padding material for the forearm, with a thumb hole 54.
Also shown in Fig. 7 are optional dots of pressure-sen-
sitive adhesive 56 which may be present to help maintain
the padding material in place on the anatomy by engaging
with either the underlying stockinette or skin of the patient
as the casting material is applied over it. Alternatively, if
the pressure-sensitive adhesive is applied on the oppo-
site side of the padding blank and extends over the entire
surface, it serves the additional function of preventing
the resin from the casting material from getting into and
through the spacer padding.
[0038] In Fig. 8, the blank 52 is shown applied to the
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forearm 58 of a patient with the thumb 60 extending
through the thumb hole 54. The edges 62 and 64 are
preferably trimmed, for example as indicated by the
dashed line 66 so that the padding blank fits smoothly
on the forearm of the patient, preferably without overlap-
ping edges. Additional clips or tape may be used to se-
cure the two free edges together without gaps. In use,
the casting or splinting material would then be applied
over this padding.
[0039] Fig. 9 shows another embodiment where a roll
of spacer material undercast padding 70 is wrapped over
the forearm 72 of a patient. The tape 70 may have a notch
73 adjacent the thumb 74 to make it fit more smoothly.
Once wrapped, the free end of the tape may be secured
in place by pressure sensitive adhesive, clips, etc., if nec-
essary. In order to prevent bulk in the overlapping areas,
the longitudinal edges 71 of the spacer padding may be
thermoformed or knitted flat.
[0040] Referring now to Figs. 10 and 11, an undercast
padding assembly 78 is shown before and after applica-
tion to a forearm respectively. It includes wide strips of
spacer or double knit type material 80 and narrow, more
stretchable strips 82 interleaved between the broader
strips of spacer material. The strips 82 have large inher-
ent bias movement or stretchable qualities so that the
entire assembly will readily follow the shape of the anat-
omy, such as the forearm 84 as indicated in Fig. 11. The
strips may be of LYCRA®, stockinette material or any
other woven or knitted material with sufficient bias move-
ment, for examples. It is further noted that the stretchable
strips or areas 82 may be single layer knit materials
formed integrally with the spacer or double material 80
as the material is knit or woven.
[0041] Concerning the double knit type material, it may
be made on a double needle bar Raschel warp knitting
machine, available from the Mayer Company of Germa-
ny. Double knit type fabrics knitted into a shape and/or
of varying thickness can be made on machines available
from H. Stoll GmbH & Co. of Stollweg 1, D-72760 Reut-
linger, Germany. Tubular double knit type material may
be made on specialized circular knitting machines.
[0042] In the foregoing detailed description, one pre-
ferred embodiment of the invention is disclosed. In some
cases, the apertured casting blank need not be of double
knit material but casting blanks or tapes of other aper-
tured or very open knit fabrics may be employed, with
the apertured double knit padding material underlying
the casting material. It is also noted that, in addition to
the forearm, the padding material and outer water hard-
enable material may be employed on casting assemblies
for the foot or leg or other portions of the anatomy. It is
further noted that instead of discrete holes, the outer layer
of the double knit type padding material may be very
coarsely woven or knit so that visible openings are
present in the fabric; and the inner layer of the double
knit padding may be somewhat more tightly woven or
knit so that no visible openings are present through this
inner layer. Concerning the filaments to be employed, a

flat monofilament may be employed, as it has excellent
hydrophobic properties. It is also contemplated that the
undercast padding spacer material may be treated with
anti-microbials, an anti-odor treatment or the like to min-
imize the odor beneath a cast once it has been worn for
an extended period of time. Concerning activation of the
casting material, this can be accomplished by dunking
the casting material in water, either before or after appli-
cation to the patient.

Claims

1. A cast or support assembly comprising:

padding material (12) formed of double knit type
fabric material, including an inner layer (14) of
finely woven or knit material, an outer layer (16)
of coarsely woven or knit material with openings
(18) therethrough spaced from said inner layer
by an open work matrix of filaments which are
integrally woven or knit into said inner and said
outer layers of woven or knit material; and
an outer water hardenable double knit type ma-
terial (13) being impregnated with water activat-
able hardening material to provide the desired
immobilization;
characterized in that the hardenable material
(13) overlies the padding material (12), the inner
layer (14) defines a smooth surface structure,
and the matrix of the filaments are knitted such
that the inner layer (14) is made of hydrophobic
fibers and the outer layer (16) is made of hy-
drophilic fibers to thereby attract moisture from
the hydrophobic fibers of the inner layer (14),
and the filaments interconnect and are arranged
in an "X" or criss-crossing pattern to have a high
resistance to compression so as to maintain a
distance between the inner and outer layers for
increased drying of the padding material (12),
the openings (18) define the outer layer as hav-
ing 20%-65% open area,
whereby the spacing between layers (14, 16) of
said padding material (12) in addition to the
openings therethrough, facilitate air circulation
to accomplish rapid drying of the cast assembly
so the padding material (12) allows water to flow
out rapidly therefrom.

2. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the outer water hardenable
double knit material (13) is in the form of a blank of
irregular configuration formed to fit a portion of the
anatomy.

3. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the outer water hardenable
double knit material (13) has apertures (26) extend-
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ing therethrough.

4. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the padding material (12) is
formed into a tubular configuration.

5. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the padding material (12) is
initially flat and is processed into a tubular configu-
ration.

6. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the padding material (12) is
in the form of a tape for wrapping around a portion
of the anatomy.

7. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the padding material (12) is
in the form of a blank of irregular configuration formed
to fit a portion of the anatomy.

8. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the padding material (12) ex-
tends beyond the edges of said water hardenable
material (13) to avoid scratching the patient by the
edges of the hardened cast material (13).

9. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the assembly including the
inner padding material (12) and the outer hardenable
material (13) is free of additional layers of material
to promote air circulation and drying.

10. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the water activatable harden-
ing material (13) is a urethane.

11. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that the outer water hardenable
material (12) is a blank formed with a thumbhole
through it, to fit the patient’s hand and forearm.

12. A cast or support assembly as defined in claim 1
characterized in that pressure sensitive adhesive
is applied to said padding (12) to facilitate holding
the padding (12) in place as the impregnated double
knit material is applied over the padding (12).

Patentansprüche

1. Gips- oder Stützanordnung, umfassend:

Füllmaterial (12), das aus einem Doppel-Rund-
strickmaterial gebildet ist, enthaltend eine In-
nenschicht (14) aus fein gewebtem oder ge-
stricktem Material, eine Außenschicht (16) aus
grob gewebtem oder gestricktem Material mit

hindurchgehenden Öffnungen (18), die von der
Innenschicht durch eine durchbrochene Matrix
von Filamenten beabstandet sind, die vollstän-
dig in die Innen- und Außenschichten aus ge-
webtem oder gestricktem Material gewebt oder
gestricht sind; und
ein äußeres, wasserhärtbares Doppel-Rund-
strickmaterial (13), das mit durch Wasser akti-
vierbarem, härtenden Material imprägniert ist,
um die gewünschte Immobilisierung vorzuse-
hen;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das härtbäre
Material (13) über dem Füllmaterial (12) liegt,
die Innenschicht (14) eine glatte Oberflächen-
struktur definiert und die Matrix der Filamente
so gestrickt ist, dass die Innenschicht (14) aus
hydrophoben Fasern gebildet ist und die Außen-
schicht (16) aus hydrophilen Fasern gebildet ist,
um dadurch Feuchtigkeit aus den hydrophoben
Fasern der Innenschicht (14) anzuziehen, und
die Filamente verbunden und in einem "X"-oder
Kreuzmuster angeordnet sind, um eine hohe
Kompressionsbeständigkeit aufzuweisen und
einen Abstand zwischen den Innen- und Außen-
schichten für eine erhöhte Trocknung des Füll-
materials (12) aufrechtzuerhalten, wobei die
Öffnungen (18) die Außenfläche mit 20%-65%
offener Fläche definieren,
wobei der Abstand zwischen Schichten (14, 16)
des Füllmaterials (12) zusätzlich zu den hin-
durchgehenden Öffnungen eine Luftzirkulation
erleichtert, um ein rasches Trocknen der
Gipsanordnung zu erreichen, so dass das Füll-
material (12) ein rasches Ausströmen von Was-
ser ermöglicht.

2. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das äußere, wasser-
härtbare Doppel-Rundstrickmaterial (13) die Form
eines Rohlings unregelmäßiger Gestalt aufweist, die
so gebildet ist, dass sie zu einem Teil der Anatomie
passt.

3. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das äußere, wasser-
härtbare Doppel-Rundstrickmaterial (13) hindurch
gehende Löcher (26) aufweist.

4. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Füllmaterial (12)
in einer schlauchförmigen Gestalt gebildet ist.

5. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Füllmaterial (12)
anfänglich flach ist und zu einer schlauchförmigen
Gestalt bearbeitet wird.

6. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
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durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Füllmaterial (12)
die Form eines Bandes zum Umwickeln eines Teils
der Anatomie aufweist.

7. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Füllmaterial (12)
die Form eines Rohlings unregelmäßiger Gestalt
aufweist, die so  gebildet ist, dass sie zu einem Teil
der Anatomie passt.

8. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass sich das Füllmaterial
(12) über die Ränder des wasserhärtbaren Materials
(13) hinaus erstreckt um zu verhindern, dass die
Ränder des gehärteten Gipsmaterials (13) den Pa-
tienten kratzen.

9. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung, die
das innere Füllmaterial (12) und das äußere härtbare
Material (13) enthält, frei von zusätzlichen Material-
schichten ist, um eine Luftzirkulation und Trocknung
zu fördern.

10. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das durch Wasser
aktivierbare, härtbare Material (13) Urethan ist.

11. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das äußere wasser-
härtbare Material (12) ein Rohling ist, der mit einem
hindurchgehenden Daumenloch gebildet sind, so
dass er an die Hand und den Unterarm eines Pati-
enten passt.

12. Gips- oder Stützanordnung nach Anspruch 1, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass druckempfindlicher
Klebstoff auf das Füllmaterial (12) aufgetragen wird,
um das Füllmaterial (12) leichter in Position zu hal-
ten, wenn das imprägnierte Doppel-Rundstrickma-
terial über dem Füllmaterial (12) angebracht wird.

Revendications

1. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support comprenant :

une matière de rembourrage (12) formée de ma-
tière en tissu de type à tricot double, incluant
une couche intérieure (14) de matière finement
tissée ou tricotée, une couche extérieure (16)
de matière grossièrement tissée ou tricotée
avec des ouvertures (18) à travers cette dernière
espacée de ladite couche intérieure par une ma-
trice ajourée de filaments qui sont tissés ou tri-
cotés d’un seul tenant dans lesdites couches
intérieure et extérieure de matière tissée ou
tricotée ; et

une matière extérieure de type à tricot double
pouvant durcir à l’eau (13) imprégnée avec une
matière de durcissement pouvant être activée à
l’eau pour fournir l’immobilisation souhaitée ;
caractérisé en ce que la matière pouvant être
durcie (13) recouvre la matière de rembourrage
(12), la couche intérieure (14) définit une struc-
ture à surface lisse, et on tricote la matrice des
filaments de sorte que la couche intérieure (14)
est faite de fibres hydrophobes et que la couche
extérieure (16) est faite de fibres hydrophiles
pour attirer de ce fait l’humidité à partir des fibres
hydrophobes de la couche intérieure (14), et les
filaments s’interconnectent et sont agencés en
« X » ou en un motif d’entrecroisement pour
avoir une résistance élevée à la compression
de façon à maintenir une certaine distance entre
les couches intérieure et extérieure pour un sé-
chage accru de la matière de rembourrage (12),
les ouvertures (18) définissent la couche exté-
rieure comme ayant une surface ouverte de 20
à 65 %,
de sorte que l’espacement entre les couches
(14,  16) de ladite matière de rembourrage (12)
en plus des ouvertures à travers cette dernière,
facilite la circulation d’air pour parvenir à un sé-
chage rapide de l’ensemble formant plâtre, ainsi
la matière de rembourrage (12) permet à l’eau
de s’écouler rapidement hors de celle-ci.

2. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière exté-
rieure à tricot double pouvant durcir à l’eau (13) est
sous la forme d’une ébauche de configuration irré-
gulière formée pour s’ajuster à une partie de l’ana-
tomie.

3. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière exté-
rieure à tricot double pouvant durcir à l’eau (13) a
des ouvertures (26) s’étendant à travers cette der-
nière.

4. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière de rem-
bourrage (12) est formée en une configuration tubu-
laire.

5. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière de rem-
bourrage (12) est initialement plate et est traitée en
une configuration tubulaire.

6. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière de rem-
bourrage (12) est sous la forme d’une bande pour
s’enrouler autour d’une partie de l’anatomie.
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7. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière de rem-
bourrage (12) est sous la forme d’une ébauche de
configuration irrégulière formée pour s’ajuster à une
partie de l’anatomie.

8. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la  reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière de rem-
bourrage (12) s’étend au-delà des bords de ladite
matière pouvant être durcie à l’eau (13) pour éviter
de griffer le patient par les bords de la matière for-
mant plâtre durcie (13).

9. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que l’ensemble in-
cluant la matière intérieure de rembourrage (12) et
la matière extérieure pouvant être durcie (13) est
exempt de couches supplémentaires de matière
pour favoriser la circulation de l’air et le séchage.

10. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière de dur-
cissement pouvant être activée à l’eau (13) est un
uréthanne.

11. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce que la matière exté-
rieure pouvant être durcie à l’eau (12) est une ébau-
che formée avec un trou pour le pouce à travers cette
dernière, pour s’ajuster à la main et à l’avant-bras
du patient.

12. Ensemble formant plâtre ou support selon la reven-
dication 1, caractérisé en ce qu’un adhésif sensible
à la pression est appliqué audit rembourrage (12)
pour faciliter le maintien du rembourrage (12) en pla-
ce lorsque la matière imprégnée à tricot double est
appliquée sur le rembourrage (12).
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